Miele Wine Storage
Assortment

Immer Besser
(forever better)

Our Pledge —
When our two great-grandfathers were in the process of founding the Miele company, they
had to make sure they stood apart from the competition in order to be successful. There are
effectively only two ways of doing this: either by being cheaper than the rest or by being better
than the rest. It is not really possible to be both at the same time.
They decided to be “better” than the rest.
Numerous best in class awards and certificates attest to the fact that Miele has continued to
renew its commitment to being “Immer Besser” throughout the past 116 years. However, the
millions of satisfied customers around the world are perhaps the most important endorsement.
At the heart of this success lies a continuity of values and goals which are typically only found
in companies which have been family-run for generations, rather than in businesses which are
guided by the often short-term interests of the stock market.
It is in this sense that Miele has embodied first-class product quality and German engineering
since 1899. Miele also stands in equal measure for respect, fairness and mutual esteem
towards sales partners, customers, suppliers, employees and neighbors. Buying a Miele is
an environmentally friendly decision. We ensure this by using methods of production that save
resources as well by producing products which set new standards in terms of their consumption
of electricity, water and detergent — and save you money at the same time.*
As directors and co-proprietors of the fourth generation of our business we promise you that
this will not change.

Dr. Markus Miele

Dr. Reinhard Zinkann

*Please visit www.miele-sustainability.com for more information on our efforts and guiding principles.
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Miele Wine Storage
Exquisite presentation for exceptional wine.
As much as you treasure your valuable collection of wines, we treasure the technology that protects it.
Our dynamic cooling systems safeguard your wines from unwanted fluctuations in temperature,
humidity and vibration.

With individually controlled temperature zones for different types of wine, your reds, whites and sparkling wines are
guaranteed professional treatment. You can also feel confident that wine bottles of different shapes and sizes will
be stored securely.
Not only does a wine storage unit provide the best storage conditions for your wine, it will also look the part
in your home. At Miele, we provide a full range of wine storage units to meet your needs. Our built-in MasterCoolTM
units will blend in harmoniously with your kitchen appliances and decor. If space is limited, our under-counter wine
units fit seamlessly into any island. Or, we also offer a freestanding unit which allows for the ultimate in flexibility.
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MasterCoolTM
Impressive look; unsurpassed quality.
With the development of the large capacity MasterCoolTM appliances, Miele set new standards. A unique range of
built-in refrigerators, freezers and wine storage units features high-end design, impressive innovations and
inimitable convenience features. Each and every detail has been honed to meet the exact requirements of your
particular food and beverage storage needs. Using only the very best materials, this range reflects quality. With
MasterCoolTM you can experience pleasure and convenience on a whole new level.
With four models to choose from, you are sure to find the perfect complement to your kitchen needs. Blend in
with our custom panel versions: KWT 1603 Vi and KWT 1613 Vi or go stainless steel with our Clean Touch SteelTM
frame variants: KWT 1603 SF and KWT 1613 SF.
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KWT 1613 Vi
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MasterCoolTM Features and Highlights
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ClearViewTM Lighting System

MasterCoolTM Controls

3 Temperature Zones

14 Rack Levels

Tinted Glass Door

Remote VisionTM

A unique LED system, that doesn’t affect

Controlling the humidity level is important

Three unique cooling zones, each with

Regardless of the cooling zone, each bottle

Perfect conditions: the tinted glass door

If the door is left ajar, or a component

the interior temperature, allows you to

for long-term storage, so that corks are

independent controls, are available to store

is gently cradled on one of 14 shelves

protects wine from exposure to ultra-violet

malfunctions, the loss and inconvenience

tastefully display your treasured collection.

kept at the optimal moisture level. The

or temper champagne and wine (white or

made of high-quality wood. Two of these

light and ensures that a perfect micro-

could be extensive, especially with valued

When the door is opened, a more dramatic

MasterCoolTM interface enables users

red) at their ideal environmental condition all

shelves are fixed in place to separate the

climate is maintained.

wines. With RemoteVisionTM you will enjoy

ClearViewTM halogen-based lighting

to set the exact required temperature.

at the same time.

cooling zones while the rest are FullViewTM,

peace of mind because if a significant fault

system is activated so that you can view

Sophisticated technology that works to

extendable shelves which make choosing

occurs, Miele’s client service center will be

everything inside.

guarantee a perfect storage.

your wine selection effortless.

notified and contact you.
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Under-counter Wine
Wine storage with style.
Although space in your kitchen may be limited, Miele’s under-counter wine storage offers you the freedom to store
and temper your wine in a more compact unit. With our KWT 6312 UGS, a single zone unit featuring a luxury
SommelierSet, you can store up to 46 bottles. Or choose the dual zone unit, KWT 6322 UG which fits up to 34
bottles.
The units are also side-by-side capable so you can seamlessly combine one of each or two of the same. With a
unique Push2open door, it is even more seamless without handles protruding out. They integrate perfectly into your
kitchen design and are real eye-catchers without sacrificing full cabinet space.
In both units, electronic controls safely eliminate any temperature or humidity fluctuation, always ensuring the
perfect glass of wine. The features of these units are as individual as the wine stored in them.
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KWT 6322 UG

KWT 6312 UGS
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Under-counter Wine Features and Highlights
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Push2open Door

TouchControl

LED Lighting

FlexiFrame

Capacity

SoftClose Door

With a simple touch of the door, your Miele

For the best storage conditions, the ideal

The indirect lighting is atmospheric and

Versatile bottle racks made from

The single zone unit KWT 6312 UGS stores

An innovative door closing system from

wine storage unit will open with ease. Miele’s

temperature for your wine can be selected

highlights the high quality of the materials.

high-quality beachwood offer the perfect

up to 46 bottles* or the dual zone unit

Miele which closes the refrigerator and

unique Push2open feature does not require

via the intuitive user interface. A clear,

LED lights are maintenance-free and

hold for every bottle. Individual wooden

KWT 6322 UG stores up to 34 bottles. The

freezer doors silently and as if of their own

a handle and therefore can be seamlessly

concise display with digital indicator allows

provide optimum illumination of the interior

dividers (slats) can be easily repositioned

choice is up to you.

accord. The SoftClose feature ensures that

integrated into any kitchen design.

precise temperature control. The smooth

compartment. LEDs are energy-saving and

within the frame to suit different bottle sizes.

surface is also very easy to clean.

have a very long life.

the door closes gently, preventing bottles in
the door rack from rattling.

*Without SommelierSet
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Freestanding Wine
Top class wine presentation.
Miele offers a wine storage unit that is not limited to the walls of your kitchen. This large capacity unit allows you to
entertain and enjoy your valued wines wherever you see fit.
Whether it’s your dining room or library, appreciate your vintage without being tied to the kitchen. With the capability
to store up to 178 bottles (neck to neck), this is the largest unit Miele has to offer. Your valuable collection will also
be perfectly protected with its UV glass door, giving you even more ease of mind.
Experience the mobility of having your wine in any entertainment space within your home. Miele offers the benefits
of wine preservation with the elegance of Miele. With this innovative unit, there are endless possibilities.
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KWT 6832 SGS
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Freestanding Wine Features and Highlights
Room for up to 178 bottles*

NoteBoard

Temperature Zones

FlexiFrame

SommelierSet

Selector Bottle Presenter

The freestanding wine storage unit can

All bottle racks feature magnetic

Three separate temperature zones permit

Versatile bottle racks made from

Declare your wine storage as an area of

With the Selector Bottle Presenter you

store up to 178 wine bottles neck to neck,

NoteBoards. Information such as the origin

storage of different types of wine. Each

beachwood offer the perfect hold.

pleasure for wine connoisseurs. With a

can showcase the highlights of your wine

providing optimum storage.

of the wine, varietal or vintage, can be

zone can be individually adjusted for your

Individual wooden divider slats can be

glass holder and ConvinoBox, you gain

collection. The solid wood presenters raise

written on the boards using chalk. They

wine varieties to be stored at the same time.

easily repositioned to secure each bottle,

more functionality. Enjoy champagne

the bottles slightly and allow other bottles

can be conveniently removed or updated

regardless of shape. This reduces vibration

and white wine from chilled glasses, and

to be stored at the back.

as needed.

and rocking that is harmful to the wine.

perfectly conditioned opened bottles.

*Without SommelierSet
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SommelierSet

ConvinoBox

Glass Holder

Accessory Box

Store opened bottles in an upright position

Wine glasses can be cooled to a

Store all important utensils in the wooden

The SommelierSet complements your wine

in your wine unit. Individually adjustable

consistent temperature for the wine

accessory box and always have them

conditioning unit with high-end accessories such

dividers provide a secure hold for the bottles,

you are enjoying. Sparkling and white

readily at hand. For those who collect

as a decanter rack, glass holder, ConvinoBox and

keeping the wine perfectly conditioned.

wines stay fresh and cool longer. A small

corks, the Accessory Box serves a

difference with a big impact.

two-fold purpose.

accessory box. Impress your guests by decanting
your fine wine like a true wine connoisseur.
Everything you need for your wine is now at your
fingertips.

There is a unique SommelierSet that accompanies
the single zone under-counter unit, KWT 6312 UGS
and the freestanding unit, KWT 6832 SGS.
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Visit your local Miele Experience Center for products, events and information
Beverly Hills
189 North Robertson Boulevard
Beverly Hills, CA 90211
Boca Raton
7680 North Federal Highway
Boca Raton, FL 33487
Chicago
222 Merchandise Mart Plaza
Suite 133
Chicago, IL 60654
Dallas
1700 Oak Lawn Avenue
Suite 200
Dallas, TX 75207

Manhattan
150 East 58th Street
9th Floor
New York, NY 10155
Princeton
9 Independence Way
Princeton, NJ 08540
San Francisco
Sobel Building
680 8th Street
San Francisco, CA 94103
Scottsdale
7550 E. Greenway Road
Suite 100
Scottsdale, AZ 85260

Seattle
13500 Bel-Red Road
Bellevue, WA 98005
Tysons Corner
Fairfax Square 1
8065 Leesburg Pike Suite 100
Vienna, VA 22182
Wellesley
555 Washington Street
Wellesley, MA 02482

**COMING SOON**
Coral Gables Location

Join Miele and Riedel for an educational and entertaining
wine tasting event at your local Miele Experience Center.
Visit us for more information:
mieleusa.com/Events
B999887_08-15

